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Student Alumni Phonothon a success 
by Debbie Allen 
News editor 
The 1982 Student Alumni Phonothon 
was a success, with $10,536 raised in 
one evening and $60.811 total This was 
$18,881 more lhan last year's record of 
$41 ,930. Over 4000 alumni were reached 
and 1.685 pledges were received. 
Sharon Davis, of the alumni office, Is 
in charge of the phonothon and In a 
recent interview she explained the or-
ganization of the alumni fund and the 
working of the Alumni phonothon The 
Alumni Fund Is organized by the Alumni 
Fund Board. This consists of seven 
alumni and It Is divided Into several 
segments The President's Advisory 
Council Is In charge of donations of 
$1000 or more. Special Gifts are dona-
tions of $250-1000, Reunion Classes, 
Anniversary Classes, and the Phono-
funds support programs that are ~ot 
within the essential budget, and support 
scholarships, financial aid, equipment. 
and the faculty. 
The Phonothon reaches alumni who 
have not made a gift by the second week 
of April. The Phonothon Is organized by 
Gerald Finkle, Class of 57, who is the 
National Chairman of the WPI Alumni 
Fund Board. One student chairman is 
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chosen for each week, and they in tum 
choose nightly chairmen. The chairmen 
tor each week this year were Glen 
Bashlan '82 and John Kelley '82. Stu-
dents to participate are recruited from 
campus organizations such as frater-
nities, sororities, crew, and glee club. 
New groups that participated this year 
were Newtpnk, Delta Phi Epsilon, a 
group from Ellsworth-Fuller, and Com-
muters. About 25 people per night are 
needed Students receive cards for each 
alumnus, which lists his/her undergrad 
activities, degree, phone number, and 
address. The students also receive a 
blotter with general Information about 
the college and a guide for answering 
questions and asking for gifts. The 
students then call and ask for the gift. An 
attempt Is made to match students to 
alumni who have similar Interests and 
undergraduate activities. Many alumni 
enjoy talking to students and some, 
according to Sharon Davis. wait to 
receive a call In April. and learn what has 
happened at WPI. 
Sharon Davis feels that the Phono-
thon is very beneficial In that it expote1 
students to the fund and talking to 
alumni is enjoyable. She befieYes that It 
is good that students are participating. 
(conllnued on pege 2) 
Campus Hearing Board 
Electlona 
Thursday, May 13 
Dean Grogan proposes fifth degree requirement 
by Greg Doersch/er 
Newspeak editor 
WPI has received the preliminary 
findings of the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology Inc. 
(ABET) accreditation study conducted 
here last fall. WPI acquired an ex-
tremely favorable review. The one Item 
which did affect accreditation was the 
lack of basic science courses being 
taken by students In an engineering 
curriculum here This acknowledged 
problem was discussed at the last 
Committee on Academic Polley (CAP) 
meeting At this meeting, a proposal 
submitted by Dean Grogan was dis-
cussed. The proposal, If approved, 
would require all ME, EE, and CE 
students to complete two units of basic 
science before graduation. Also, CM 
majors would be required to complete 3 
units basic science. two of which would 
be in advanced chemistry 
ABET has set up certain guidelines 
and requirements for accreditation The 
educational objectives of WPI are iden-
tical to those of ABET, however our 
operations under the plan do not follow 
the ABET guidelines which are based on 
the traditional system. ABET states that 
all students graduating with a degree In 
an ABET accredited program (CE, CM, 
EE, ME) should meet all ABET require-
ments, one of which Is the one half year 
of basic science. Since WPI has no 
required courses, It is difficult to relate 
the ABET criteria to our system WPl's 
educational goals Include a knowledge 
of the sciences, but students have been 
successfully completing degree re-
quirements In engineering fields without 
such knowledge. The Issues discussed 
at the CAP meeting dealt with deter-
mining the best action which could be 
taken to Insure an adequate science 
background. 
The discussion at the CAP meetlnc; 
dealt primarily with the ABET findings 
and what should be done in response to 
them Dean Grogan pointed out that 
when the plan came Into existence. the 
sun1c1ency was set up to provide educa-
tion ma humanities field, something not 
attainable with a strict engineering cur-
riculum . It was assumed that science 
would lead Into engineering. and there-
fore a scientific background would be 
attained without any special require-
ment Now It Is evident that engineering 
is surviving without science, which 
means that there is nothing in the plan to 
sustain science. The idea that students 
are taking science as qualifying work for 
the degree has proven false. Assuming 
that it is educationally desirable to 
sustain science. Grogan feels that a 
parallel system for science as In humani-
ties would not be selling out the plan He 
also stressed the Importance of ABET 
accreditation and does not feel that the 
Institute can survive without II. and 
especially does not like the Idea of 
losing it. 
Dan Weinshenker '84 reported at 
the CAP meeting that he did not feel that 
the Institute would lose accreditation, 
but that we should do some "serious re-
looking Into programs " Weinshenker 
sees a fifth degree requirement as 
"opening the flood gates." where other 
departments (math, chemistry, etc.) 
may follow suit In requesting specific 
requirements. He noted that our educa· 
tional goals are consistent with ABET, 
but our evaluation criteria differ. With 
this being the case, ABET will never be 
completely satisfied by the plan. If we 
believe In the plan. Weinshenker feels 
that we should take a stand on it and 
consider alternatives to the fifth degree 
requirement 
Prof John Orr also stated his belief 
that there should be no fifth degree 
requirement He feels that we must go 
slow and ''phllosoph1callyconslderwhat 
we are doing at each stage." He also 
noted that we cannot expect ABET 
accreditation to be easy under the plan, 
and that ABET is loo king for our weakest 
link. He asks. "If (the lack of) science 
wasn't there. would they have caught us 
elsewhere?" Dean Grogan also raised 
the question as to whether ABET will 
want minimum other things 1f we set a 
minimum science requirement 
The recommendation of ABET was 
that existing mechanisms (i.e advising 
procedures) be tightened to ensure that 
ABET criteria are met by all graduates of 
the accredited programs. Dan Wein-
shenker remarked that only two of 
twenty Incoming faculty attended ses-
sions on student advising. which raises 
the question whether all faculty mem-
bers are taking the role of advising 
seriously enough. 
Prof Steve Weininger noted that If 
students resist science courses, they 
also resist asslmllatlng the material. 
Dean Grogan remarked that the current 
program would be reasonable If science 
(contlnu.cl on page 5) 
Pierce, Director of Plant Services, to retire 
by Robert DeMatt1a 
Newspeak staff 
Gardner Pierce, Director of Plant 
Services, will be retiring from his posi-
tion on June 30th Mr. Pierce first joined 
the WPI faculty In June. 1962 as a 
professor of military science and head of 
the Army ROTC. In 1966, Mr. Pierce was 
sent lo Vietnam for one year, and then 
on a two year assignment at Fort 
Huachuca In Arizona He retired from 
the armed services In 1969 and rejoined 
the WPI staff as Administrative Assistant 
to the President of WPI . He soon took 
over the position of director of Plant 
Services. 
One of the more challenging projects 
which Mr Pierce recollects is the reno-
vation of Sanford Riiey Hall He stated 
that this project was more work for him 
than others because the entire operation 
was run by the school rather than by a 
hired contractor. Mr. Pierce, In his stay 
here of over 12 years, also saw the 
building of the Ellsworth/Fuller apart-
ments. the renovation and construction 
of the Wedge, the conversion of the 
project center from a garage, and the 
tailed attempt to turn the H1qi:ims House 
lawn into a park!!'g lot two years ago. He 
has also been involved with the long-
runnmg project of making the school 
bulldmgs more energy efficient, wh1r.h 
included the purchase of a problem-
plagued Honeywell computer to control 
the heating system. According to Pierce, 
the results of this program so far include 
a 40% reduction in the amount of energy 
use on campus 
In his retirement, Mr. Pierce looks 
forward to his position as District Go-
vernor of his district in the Rotary 
International. He will be overseeing the 
operations of 52 Rotary clubs contain-
ing about 2600 rotarlans. The position Is 
strictly volunteer. He wllf also keep his 
position on the Worcester Planning 
Board, which Is also volunteer work. 
He also hopes to become active In other 
public services organizations. 
In summing up hlsjobhereasdirector 
of plant services. Mr. Pierce described it 
as being "challenging, demanding, 
sometimes worrisome. but most of all 
rewarding". He also stated that he felt It 
an honor to serve as a member of the 
President's Advisory Council. Mr. Pierce 
also said that he would like to remain 
active in the WPI community by offer-
ing his services whenever possible. 
--
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The Worcester Fire Department was 
called to Harrington Auditorium during 
the JP nightclub Saturday May 1 by an 
unknown caller. The caller reported a 
fire hazard resulting from ropes being 
used to barricade exits and decorations 
In a staircase. The WFO deputy chief 
ordered the ropes removed, but allowed 
the decorations to stay since they were 
fire retardant. Also, candles burning had 
to be extinguished since there was no 
permit Issued for same. 
Smoke Bomb In Ellr#orth 
At 7:50 PM Thursday night, a student 
residing in Ellsworth reported an odor of 
smoke in her apartment. When Campus 
Police arrived, smoke was discovered in 
the apartment, but the source could not 
be located. Worcester Fire Department 
was called to the scene, with suspicion 
that there might be an electrical fire in 
the walls. When WFO arrived, a smoke 
bomb was found on the rear porch of the 
apartment. A WPI student responsible 
for the Incident was Identified and later 
located. He was turned over to Student 
Affairs for disciplinary action. 
Loose Ends 
To avoid problems next fall, anyone 
with outstanding WPI parking tickets 
should contact Campus Police before 
leaving for the summer. Motor vehicle 
registration checks will be run during 
the ~ummer to determine owners of 
vehicles that have not been registered at 
WPI and have outstanding tickets. Also, 
no motor vehicles may be abandoned on 
WPI property for the summer. 
Campus Police have numerous Items 
In Lost and Found which have not been 
claimed. If anyone haa lost an item on 
campus during the year, check with 
Campus Poflce during daytime hours to 
see If it has been turned in. 
The WPI Campus Police Department 
would like to wish all students a safe and 
en)oyable summer and will continue to 
provide effective service during the next 
year. 
Police Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WPI Campus Police log for the period 
April 30 - May 9 The listing consists of 
significant Incidents and items of gen-
eral student interest. 
Frtdmy Aprtl 30 
1 :40 AM - Campus Police removed a 
group of youths drinking In a vehicle 
near a fraternity. 
1:15 PM - An AA called reporting a 
student on the roof of 16 Elbridge 
refusing to leave. Campus Police res-
ponded and the student was removed. 
8:30 PM - Thirteen non-WPI students 
were evicted from Alumni Gym. 
9:15 PM -A student reported a group 
of people throwing bricks at the lights In 
the library lot. Campus Police res-
ponded and Identified three students 
who were befleved to be responsible. No 
damage was caused. 
11:30 PM - A student reported stu-
dents throwing toilet paper around the 
bus stop In front of Riiey Hall Campus 
Police responded and located the stu-
BERGER'S 
dents responsible, who agreed to clean 
up the area. 
Saturday May 1 
2:45 AM - SNeP reported a broken 
window on Morgan 2nd. 
3:00 AM - SNaP reported someone 
discharging firecrackers near Stoddard 
A. 
9·00 PM - WFD arrived at Harrinqton 
Nightclub on an Inspection (See High-
lights.) 
Sunday May 2 
12:30 AM - A call was received from a 
fraternity reporting someone attempting 
to remove a chariot from the front porch. 
3:15 AM -SNaP reported two male 
non-WPI students following a female 
near Riiey Hall. Campus Police stopped 
the two on Institute Road near Hackfeld 
Road. They were identified and records 
checks showed that there were no 
outstanding warrants on either subject. 
They were advised to leave the area 
3 30 AM - SNaP reported students 
throwing rocks at Morgan Hall from 
Institute Road. 
3:30 PM - Campus Police evicted 
eight students from the roof of the 
Wedge. The names of the students were 
turned over to Student Affairs. 
Tuesday May 4 
12:30 AM - Campus Police observed 
bottle rockets being shot from a window 
in a Fuller apartment. The students 
responsible were located and the fire-
works confiscated. 
4:00 AM - Two male subjects parked 
near A.J Knight field were removed 
from the area 
11 :00 AM - A minor accident was 
reported In the west lot. 
8:30 PM - Youths were evicted from 
the Ellsworth property. They were 
warned of arrest for trespassing If they 
returned. 
9:00 PM - Complaints were rec.eived 
regarding loud music from a Fuller 
apartment. The music was turned down. 
w.-...yMayS 
7:30 PM - Five non-WPI students 
were evicted from Alumni Gym. 
Thurtday Maye 
1 :00 AM - Campus Police and WPD 
responded to a fraternity regarding a 
disturbance involving non-WPI stu-
dents. The youths were dispersed. 
12:00 PM - A call was received 
regarding students on the roof of DAKA. 
A student on the roof was located and 
identified. 
7:50 PM - A student residing in 
Ellsworth reported smelling smoke In 
her apartment. (See Highlights.) Cam-
pus Police responded and WFD was 
called. 
Frtdlly May 7 
3:55 AM - WPD called reporting loud 
music coming from a fraternity. Campus 
Police responded and the music was 
turned down. 
12:40 PM - A resident of Trowbridge 
Road called complaining about loud 
music coming from 25 Trowbridge. The 
music was turned down. 
6:30 PM - A report was received 
concerning water ballons being thrown 
from Morgan Hell. A student respon-
sible was identified. 
8:00 PM - A complaint was received 
regarding water balloons being thrown 
from a fraternity Campus Police res-
ponded and the activity was stopped. 
8:20 PM - Campus Police reported a 
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small brush fire on Mass. Ave. WFO was 
contacted. 
8:30 PM - A citizen reported that 
students had poured beer on her oar as 
she was driving down Institute Road 
The culprits were located In an Ellsworth 
apartment and advised to cease the 
activity. 
11:05 PM - WPD reported students 
causing a disturbance near a fraternity. 
The students were dispersed. 
Saturday May 8 
12 05 AM - A citizen reported loud 
music coming from the Ellsworth area. 
Campus Police responded and located a 
band In an apartment. The music was 
turned down. 
1 :26 AM - Campus Police reported a 
fight In front of a fraternity. The fight was 
broken up and a student responsible 
from another college was removed. 
2:30 AM - A fire alarm was reported In 
Riley Hall. 
3:55 AM - A fraternit}> reported a 
student at the house with possible back 
Injuries . An ambulance had been called 
and lhe student was taken to the 
hosr>ltal 
(continued from page 1) 
5.45 AM - A vehicle was reported 
stolen from a residence on Dean St 
11 :45 AM - A citizen called com-
plaining about refuse In the area of a 
fraternity. The fraternity agreed to clean 
up the trash. 
7:31 PM - Campus Police appre-
hended two non-WPI students stealing 
hubcaps in the library lot. 
10:15 PM - A report was received 
concerning students shooting off bottle 
rockets near Morgen Hall Campus 
Police stopped two students respon-
sible and confiscated the fireworks. 
Sunday May 9 
12:42 AM - SNaP reported that the 
coke machine In Stoddard C had been 
broken Into Money and soda were 
stolen. 
3:00 AM - Becker security brought 
two street signs in and reported that they 
had caught two WPI students stealing 
them. 
3·22 AM - WPD reported a house-
break had Just occurred on Mass. Ave. 
Campus Police also found screen doors 
open at a house on Regent St. 
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Citizen Action 
Mass Fair Share - one of the largest citizen action 
groups in the country is hiring people full-time for 
community outreach and fund raising. 
wm train. 
Hours: 2-1 O P.M. Monday through Friday 
$150 · $225 per week 
Call mornings -only: 755· 1264 
70 Green Street 
Worcester. Ma. 
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Father Scanlon celebrates 25th anniversary 
by Peggy Crilly 
Known for being the first Catholic 
Chaplain assigned to Worcester Poly-
technic Institute, Father Scanlon Is a 
man of several interests to which he 
devotes himself and his ministry. Cele-
brating his 25th anniversary in the 
priesthood, Father Scanlon will cele-
brate a Mass of Thanksgiving on cam-
pus on Sunday, May 16 In Alden 
Memorial at 11 a.m. 
Born In 1931 and raised in Worcester. 
Father Scanlon graduated with the 
Class of 1953 of the College of the Holy 
Cross. After receiving his S.T.L Degree 
in 1957 from Saint Mary's Seminary In 
Baltimore. Maryland, the Reverend Pe-
ter J Scanlon was ordained In the 
priesthood of Jesus Christ at the Cathe-
dral of Saint Paul in Worcester on May 
30. 1957 
Father Scanlon's first assignments as 
a priest were In Southbridge, Shrews-
bury, Rutland, and in Worcester, where 
he became concerned for those who • 
serve the public. He was first a chaplain 
to Southbrldge's Fire Department and 
then again in Rutland He has demon-
strated his love and appreciation for 
those who serve the public around the 
clock and often put themselves at risk to 
help In disasters. 
In 1961. Father Scanlon arrived atWPI 
to work in the Newman Apostol ate while 
living at Immaculate Conception Parish 
The ilrst Catholic Chaplain at WPI, he 
was also named the first full-time priest 
in the Newman Division serving Worces-
ter State College. Becker Junior Col-
lege, Salter Secretarial School, and 
WPI In 1966. Hewasasslgned In 1968full 
time to WPI and Becker Junior While 
WPI places 2nd In DESIGNFEST 
by Howle Cyker 
Newspesk staff 
On Saturday, May 1st. students Don-
ald Lacoy, Jack Nickerson. Eric Noack, 
and Francesco Wu represented WPI as 
one of six Boston area technical schools 
to attend the DESIGNFEST (A design 
festival) sponsored by Tufts University. 
The other participating schools were 
Boston University, M.IT, Northeastern 
University, Tufts University, and the 
University of Lowell. The competition 
required that teams of four freshmen 
and/or sophomore students from each 
Institution deal with the design solution 
to an unstructured problem written by a 
faculty member from outside the state. 
The problem submitted was to design 
the water system for a small rural town. 
The teams had five hours to solve the 
problem. after which they were required 
to give a twenty minute presentation of 
their design solution. 
WPI placed second In the competition 
and looks forward to attending next 
year's DESIGNFEST 
APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING IN ATE 
PERMANENT AND SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
PSC is an engineering consulting company specializing in the field of 
Automatic Test Equipment. We provide engineering services to major 
electronic manufacturers in the U.S. and Canada. 
We specialize in the development of tests for complex digital and 
analog printed circuit boards, and integrated circuits. Although our 
product is software, the problems we deal with demand thorough 
hardware analysis. Software modeling of digital circuits and complex 
LSI devices is used extensively in this process. 
We are looking for EE/CS students, who have a solid engineering 
background. Familiarity with digital hardware is esscnt~a~. Softwa~c 
experience is not required but would be helpful. We arc willing to tram 
people with no pnor experience who a re intere!ited and highly motivated. 
PSC offers opportunities not found in larger organizations. You will 
be given responsibility immediate!~. Y?u wil.1 see your p~ojects thr?ugh 
from beginning to end. Your contribution will be both direct and highly 
visible. 
f5c 
Please contact Allen Yung at 
(617) 891-8460 
233 Crescent Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 
seeing the urgent need of campus 
ministry on these campuses. Father 
Scanlon began and continued to sup-
port the Newman Associations and 
various campus ministries. To the WPI 
community, he was a friend. very sup-
portive and encouraging In times of 
need to many. In 1969. he became a 
trustee of the Worcester Area Campus 
Ministry, which is the Protestant Cam· 
pus Ministry, and the Diocesan Director 
of Campus Ministry, while serving as 
chaplain to the Worcester Fire Depart-
ment 
Father Scanlon was appointed Epis-
copal (or Bishop's) Vicar for College 
Communities in 1971 . Among many 
other responsibilities, he can delegate 
any priest to perform a Catholic or non-
Cathollc wedding on any campus In the 
diocese. This means that students do 
not have to return to their home parishes 
to be merrled. In 1976, he was installed 
pastor of Our Lady of Fatima Parish. 
Continuing to minister to the students. 
Father Scanlon served as an advisor In 
the formation of Phi Sigma Sigma 
Sorority and also was Involved with 
many fraternities, seeing the need for a 
priest and an inspirational friend. 
Father Scanlon Is a man of many 
parts. Having a commanding stature and. 
thundering voice, he continues to stimu-
late the students to do their best at 
everything. Watching the student parish 
here et WPI dramatically grow. Father 
Scanlon stresses to the students that 
their faith and knowledge of God must 
grow, as one will find It hard to survive 
on a high school or elementary level 
knowledge. Especially Important are our 
actions. as he would continue, which are 
the real projection of our relationship 
with God. 
Father's Scanlon's finest role Is a 
''tower of strength In a disaster". This Is 
true for occurences of both those such 
as fires and emergencies and those of 
personal hardships. Currently, the 
chaplain to the City's Fire Department 
and pastor of Our Lady of Fatima, Father 
Scanlon remains the Ep11copal Vicar of 
the Newman Apoatolate In Worcester. 
The WPI community as a whole has. at 
one time or another, been touched by 
Father Scanlon and his caring ministry. 
On Sunday, May 16. Father Scanlon 
will celebrate a Mass of Thanksgiving for 
the many graces that God has bestowed 
upon him, his ministry, and the WPI 
community. 
-~'~-( -
Bob recognized by Lung Association 
Bob Laventure, the custodian of Stod-
dard "A". has raised over $1700 for the 
American Lung Association In the Sig-
ma Pl annual Life and Breath Jog-A-
Thon over the past three years. The 
following article appeared along with a 
photo of Bob in the Lung Association's 
Central Massachusetts Chapter news-
letter "Breath line". 
Back In 1978, in an effort to become 
less dependent on our direct mall ap-
peals we developed our Special Events 
program. Since then our most success· 
tul event has been the annual LIFE & 
BREATH JOG-A-THON sponsored by 
the brothers of Sigma Pl fraternity at 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) 
There are two reasons that this event has 
been so successful; first, the hard work 
and organizational skills of the sponsor 
and second, the participation of Bob 
"The Janitor" Laventure. In the three 
years this event has taken place, Bob 
has run 30 mites and collected over 
$1700 In pledges ... far and above 
contributions made by any Individual In 
that period. 
Bob Is the custodian at Stoddard A 
Dormitory at WPI. He's unique In many 
ways. He looks forward to going to wol't( 
on Mondays to be with "my kids." He 
takes a special Interest In his students as 
they strive toward their mutual goal of 
"becoming good engineer.." By aettlhg 
an examp\e of exoetlence, hard wont 
and respect. Bob has virtually ellml'-
nated the vandalism which once pta-
gued the dorm Bob sums up his role at 
WPI by confessing "everything I do Is tor 
the students.'' 
Bob. a career army veteran, lives with 
his wife of 35 years In Leicester. Besides 
jogging, he keeps ahead of his "kids" by 
blcycllng, playing tennis, racquetball, 
Ice skating and cross country and down 
hill skiing. An ex-smoker and avid a ports 
enthusiast, Bob knows the value of 
healthy lungs and is proud of his 
contribution to the Lung Association. 
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Fire codes should not be violated 
by Ingrid Slembek 
Newspeak staff 
Safety should be an area of concern to 
all, concern over the safety of others and 
concern over one's own safety. As an 
example. take a look at the WPI campus 
community. The buildings on this cam-
pus. all of various ages and construc-
tions. have their particular idiosyncra-
cies where safety is concerned. Alden 
Hall has an old wiring system which 
warrants a good knowledge of the 
system before trying to draw large 
amounts of power from It. Harrington 
Aud1torrum, until a year ago. had such 
severe problems with water leaking 
through tne roof that on at least one 
occasion a men·s basketball game was 
cancelled because the court surface was 
unfit for play. Despite each building's 
differences, which are important to 
know to insure its safe usage, some 
safety practices are common in all 
cases. 
In particular, this refers to two Inci-
dents which occurred at the Atlantics 
LETT~RS J 
Accredldatlon Board concerned 
with WPI science program 
To the Editor. 
Recently WPI was reviewed for ac-
creditation as is done penodically for 
engineering schools in the United 
States The board gave a favorable 
report, except for one area: they feel that 
students are not taking enough basic 
science courses, (chemistry, physics, 
life sciences). The WPI faculty now has 
the responsibility of investigating this 
problem and coming up with a solution. 
Your chance to speak to the faculty is 
Thursday, May 13 at 4:00 In Klnnicut Hall 
at the next open faculty meeting, If the · 
students don't show up then the faculty 
has no choice but to act without youl A 
solution has been proposed that would 
make a certain number of science 
courses mandatory for graduation. Do 
you want this? If you have an idea tell 
the faculty, not your roommate!! 
Finding a solution will not be easy. If you care about your education and 
want the faculty to act on your behalf 
then cooperate with the CCS and be 
concerned. 
This is a highly complex issue and 
straightforward questions must be 
asked and answered. Students must 
speak out to the administration and 
demand replies 
--
- Gerry Earablno '84 
Chairman CCS 
Letten Polley 
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concert and at the Nightclub during the 
recent JP weekend. In both cases. 
individuals assigned to security for 
these events violated fire codes In return 
for a restricted-access building. 
Al the concert on Friday night in Alden 
Hall, the fire exits on either side of the 
stage were roped off. leaving only two 
exits on the same wall at the rear of this 
narrow hall unobstructed. In one case 
both ends of a rope were fastened to 
permanently fixed objects and only after 
vocalizing concern over this, was one 
end tied to a chair so that the barrier 
could be removable. 
In a similar manner at the Nightclub 
the next evening in Harrington Auditori-
um, two out of five exits on the court 
level were roped off. leaving one exit 
open on the east wall and the two 
stairwells open on the south wall, one of 
which was congested with ~ecorations 
In addition to this, the sets of glass doors 
on the street level on the south wall were 
Inaccessible Besides blocking fl re exits. 
from the hall's ceiling were strung paper • 
streamers (supposedly flame retardant) 
above a floor whose tables were covered 
with paper tablecloths and several of 
which held burning candles. It was not 
until a citizen called the fire marshal! to 
report blocked exits and flammable 
decorations that the ropes were re-
moved and the candles extinguished. 
It seems a bit surprising that people 
haven't voiced concern over these prac-
tices before. Perhaps those attending 
such events are not aware of the threat 
posed to their personal safety by such 
standard security practices as described 
above Or perhaps lhev don't think that 
anyone will take their opinions seriously 
(this has been proven true on many 
occasions) However, after the fire mar-
shall's visit on that Saturday night, many 
comments were overheard along the 
lines of "it's about time" from those 
attending the dance as well as those 
working at it. One comment, from an 
unnamed member of the student securi-
ty staff, criticized the jerk who called the 
fire department. It seems more appro-
priate to rephrase that comment and 
thank the responsible citizen who took It 
upon himself or herself to be concerned 
with the safety of others. It Is about time 
that criticism be focused on those 
responsible for security on both nights 
and the priorities of these individuals, 
who are more concerned with the 
security of a building and a band's 
equipment than \he safety of the patrons 
for whom the event is being held in the 
first place be questioned. More should 
be expected from students and staff at a 
school which 1s producing scientists 
and engineers to take positions of 
responsibility In a technological society 
than one sees at these events time after 
time. Is It a wonder that many don't 
condone the violation of fire codes and 
do not feel that they can trust their lives 
to the "safe" planning of those currently 
in charge of this type of security? 
a ( LETTERS J 
Inconsiderate students 
damage reputation 
To the Editor: 
On the first of May, a Boston College 
cookout party took place celebrating the 
near end of classes An expected car-
load of students from W.P I. arrived at 
eleven . In good faith, they were welcome 
to share with us our food and drink, as 1s 
Boston College's reputation. I truly 
believed that the students from WPI 
were enjoying the change a great deal. 
As the party came to its near close. the 
students piled into their car. After saying 
our goodbyes, I was extremely pleased 
with the overall Impression I received 
from these representatives of WPI 
However my impression of these 
representatives was soon shattered -
except for one particular student. A half 
hour after their departure. one of the 
students courageously returned to the 
party, against the other's wishes. carry-
ing a tape deck, portable cassette 
player, alarm clock. sunglasses, and a 
cassette. He was extremely embar-
rassed and disappointed that his fellow 
students acted this way. By protesting. 
he paid the price of having no ride home. 
Fortunately, I visited WPI last fall and 
the students I met left me with a great 
impression of their college. And I am 
also fortunate to know that particular 
student who returned to the party 
extremefy well. Thus. I hope that the 
students I came In contact with last 
Saturday night are not to be considered 
true representatives of WPI. but a Qroup 
of inconslder.ate and unsenslble per-
sons damaging the reputation of their 
own college 
- Kathleen M. Hart 
UNoeRaTaNDiNG THe 
FaLKLaNDa CRiaia 
iT'C> ReaLLY VeRV ~iMPLe: 
ENGLaNo ia 
HoLPiNG tHe ~ea. 
ARGeNliNa il> 





THe UNiTeP &TaTe§, as 
u~uaL ' ia HOL.DiNG me BaG. 
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On hindsight 
by David F. Wall 
Newspeak staff 
As I sit down to what appears to be my 
final column of the year, I cannot help 
but take a moment to look back at what 
has come In and gone out since I 
stepped across the threshold last Aug-
ust 31 . Much has transpired. some of it 
genuinely worth recognition 
Inevitably, my academic horizons 
have been broadened. That's the whole 
point of college - to make you a little 
more knowledgeable, even If It doesn't 
make you any smarter. I am more sure of 
where I am going, and I look forward to it 
with considerably less apprehension. 
Then there were the people. There are 
plenty of new thoughts In that direction. 
After twelve years of knowing that the 
people who walk out the door In the 
summer will be walking back through It 
In the fall, I realize that some of the 
people I have met here will be back, and 
others will not. There were the people In 
Stoddard A who somehow managed to 
get through the year without cutting 
each other's throats. And the people on 
Newapeak, who have given me a place to 
share my brief flares of vision with a few 
other people. And the people In Lens 
and Lights, who provided me with 
Instant friends (as promised), room-
mates for next year, and a whole bunch 
of other things. They redefined the 
phrase 'the show must go on' and had a 
lot of laughs at the same time. 
Of course, much lies ahead. Many 
hurdles, many obstacles, new areas to 
be explored. An awful lot has happened, 
true, but It is only just beginning. 
That's a good thing to keep in mind, as 
we get ready to bolt for home and 
desaturate our minds for the next three 
months. We the apprehensive will not be 
so apprehensive when we arrive back 
here at the end of the summer, for we will 
by Stephen D. Rogers 
Newspeek staff 
And thus with the weekend ends my 
first Spree Week, It was just great Last 
Sunday, everyone knew that Spree Day 
- sorry, Mayfest - was Monday. The 
partying started about nine o'clock. 
Monday rolls around, and its not Spree 
Day. But someone knew someone who 
worked at DAKA who knew that Tues-
day was going to be Spree Day. The 
partying started after supper Assorted 
explosions, supposedly signifying 
Spree Day, rocked the campus during 
the night - leveling the library. police 
station, and the airfield near Stanley. But 
Tuesday dawned, full of classes Hold It 
have been through It once before and It 
wlll not seem so dark and ominous. But It 
the forevers are a lot shorter around 
here. Things change a lot faster. 
c OUT of TURN J 
will not be just going back to school. 
either. We might know that nothing lasts 
forever, but we also have to know that 
But don't let that be a downer. After all, 
if this year was terrific, with all Its 
upheavals, just think how good next 
Chef's surprise 
a second, his father Is head of DAKA and 
he knows that Spree Day is Wednesday. 
that we are soon out of here. 
Ah summer. Back to the days when 
( RANdOM RAMbliNG5 
Partying started right after breakfast 
This continued for the rest of the week, 
with rumors flying back and forth. 
Needless to say, Spree Day did not 
occur 
At this moment. there 1s a fly trapped 
within my open window. If he dropped 
as much as an Inch, he'd be free, but no, 
he Justs keeps banging his head against 
the window pane. Being one of the Joys 
of summer, this little thing reminded me 
) 
year will be. It may be dlttlcult to think 
that. II you're rooking at a year full of 
overloads, projects. and all sorts of other 
terrors, but try to find the silver lining. 
Well, I can't spend too much time here. 
So, to the people who've made this year 
great, thank you Remember to keep 
from working for the clampdown. And 
for the future residents of E4, remember, 
The Lepers rule. 
what the kid finds when he shows up at 
school late. From class pet to flt for 
soup; It's not pretty. 
Administration was sent Into a flt of 
frenzy when 1t was lea med that the stairs 
from the gym to the softball field had 
normal sized treads and that It was 
possible to up and down them at a 
normal speed. Renovation plans have 
been discussed for over the summer 
break. 
Three months without WACCCI 
Ode to a Keypunch: 
I sit there for hours, typing away, 
A simple program wastes a whole day. 
Eating up cards, hungry and lean, 
Goddamn stupid f-- machine 
Ha11e a nice summer, it's been fun. No, 
this Isn't part of the Ode. Some people. 
Thi~ Mia~iLe NeeDa 
a HoMe. 
instead of Chef's Surprise, Mom just 
says "It's too hot to cook, I think we'll 
have leftovers " And television comes 
back as a viable force - I've missed 
commercials so much There's the ad 
where the woman says "I just finished 
this table, and I can't even change a 
llghtbulb." I don't know about you, but I 
get worried when I think of people like 
that on the road. And there's also the one 
where the kid has to rush off to school to 
teed the class turtle, but his mom "keeps 
him home with Hostess." What the 
commercial doesn't show however 1s 
... degree requirements 
• ~ 
ar 
WoN1 T YoU HeLP? 
1"he PeNraGoN i~ HaViNG lf?oUSLe 
fiNDiNG a ~aFe J.k)Me FoR The M X 
Mi&&iLe. NOBODY aeeM& To WaNI 
Tni& PooR, DefeN€>eLef>~ weaPoN iN 
hi~ BacK YaRD. iN The 8>PiRi'"f oF 
voLUNTeeRi&M, wott'I You §eND YouR 
au66ez,110N To The PeNTaG0 N ? 
r-- --------- --1 1 To: The ?eNTaGot-1 I 
1 wa~hiNGTaN, o.c. 1 
1 oeaR ~iRa : 1 
1 I ThiNK You ~hout.D ~Ti<:K 1 
I The MX Mi§~iLe I I I L-------------=-1 
(continued from page 1) 
led to a sense of Inquisitiveness, but 
feels that the proliferation of upper level 
engineering courses also reduces basic 
science enrollment since students are 
inclined to take these courses In their 
fields Paul Skerker '84 also felt that 
some of these higher level courses could 
be eliminated. If the two unit basic 
science rule Is Instituted, one couldn't 
take all these courses anyways. Wein-
inger also brought up the Idea of science 
courses taught by science faculty but 
under engineering designations. 
Other points brought up at the CAP 
meeting were that the problem could be 
a cycle Prof Weininger felt that we 
should improve the situation, but to 
guarantee two units of Science would be 
inconsistent with our philosophy. Prof. 
John Wiikes noted that students have 
the option of being examined In a 
sufficiency subject without taking 
courses. and wondered If something 
similar would be desirable In science 
Dean Grogan remarked that In 3 years 
we wlll llkely have a revisit from ABET or 
have to file a report. At such time, we 
must 'demonstrate that we are wor1<in9 
toward a solution to the problem. 
The issue wtll be discussed further at 
the faculty meeting this Thursday May 
13 at 4:00 PM In Klnnlcut Hall. Anyone 





Two-Towers-Prize goes to Heather D. 
MacDonald. In keeplnc; with the original 
purposes of the founders of the College. 
John Boynton and Ichabod Washburn, 
the Two Towers Prize Is awarded to the 
student who, through general academic 
competence. campus leadership, reg-
ular course work, and special work In 
honors programs. research projects, 
etc,, best exemplifies a combined profi-
ciency In both the theoretical and 
practical union which is at the heart of 
the WPI education tradition. 
Pegel 
Mlk• Thom qualm. lor ndonels. 
Omlle Balley tlln to th• hoop. 
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WPI ATHLETl 1 
OUTSTANU 
by Joe Grimes 
Sports editor 
It all started in September as the 1981-
1982 school year got underway. New-
comers added strength to all sports 
Freshman John Scacc1ott1 moved Into 
the quarterback p0sition Freshm~n 
Chris Clancy and Virginia Noddln 
rounded out a strong veteran field hock-
ey team Sophomore Je~ny Davis and · 
freshman Liz Groleau moved into the 
starting lineup on the women's 
tennis team. Four freshmen worked 
their way Into the starting lineup for the 
soccer team: Amaro Gonclaves, Jay 
Dumphy, John Meehan, and Ben Paul. 
The women's volleyball team received 
help from freshmen Barbara Thissell 
and Maria Norman. The men's basket-
ball team received help in the backcourt 
from freshmen Orville Baijey and Greg 
Fiddes. The women's basketball team 
received help from Kathy Taylor and 
Barbara ThisselL The wrestlers had 
many new additions this year and the 
standouts were Jeff Horowitz, Roland 
Marquis, Paul Wyman, and Bob Russell 
The swim team picked up many new 
faces including outstanding freshman 
Bruce Carbone. The baseball team will 
have good depth with the addtion of 
three strong freshmen: Ed Ryan, Steve 
Kurdziel, Mike Laskevich. The softball 
team added four new starters. transfer 
Robin Hart. freshmen Chris Clancy, 
Kathy Taylor, and Mary Cardoza. An-
other promising freshman Is pitcher 
Sheryl French. A new addition to the 
WPI sports program was the women's 
track team. The men's tennis team 
added transfers Dan Mott and Carlo 
Gretter. 
The football team started the WPI 
spirit rolling posting a six and two 
record, their best in twenty-seven years. 
The key to their success was their sttong 
defense and an efficient offense. John 
Scacciottl showed the poise of a veteran 
as he lead the engineers to victory weeK 
after week. Chip Biena was the leading 
ground gainer rushing for 540 yards and 
scoring five touchdowns. Center Aon 
Ranauro was the offensive lineman of 
the year John Gorman was the Defen-
sive back of the year. Defensive line-
man of the year was Jim Heckendorf, 
and Joe Phelan was the leading tackler. 
The women's field hockey team put 
WPI women's athletics on the map as 
they posted a 20-7 record and placed 
second In the northeast regionals The 
Karen Brock rip• a •Ingle to left field. 
teem then headed for Virginia for the 
Division Ill national tournament The 
lady engineers won three of their five 
games to finish sixth In the nation. an 
outstanding feat for a first year varsity 
squad Freshman Chris Clancy was 
named to the all New England Confer-
ence Field Hockey Association B- team. 
Terese Kwaitkowski received Division 111 
AIAW first team All -American honors 
the first female All-American In two 
years . The women's field hockey team 
had a season people dream about. 
making the sky the limit and nearly 
reaching it. 
The soccer team had their ups and 
downs this year as they had many holes 
to fill . The offense had trouble getting 
started and they lost many one goal 
decisions This year proved to be a 
TereH Kwiatkowski take• a shot from tti 
rebulldlng year with many freshmen and 
sophomores working their way into the 
lineup and gaining experience. 
The women's tennis team posted their 
best season ever with an 11-2.record. 
Even though, they were moved up to 
Class B. the team finished third In the 
MAIAW Championships Debbie Bie-
derman was the team leader chalking up 
a perfect undefeated season Liz Gro-
leau and Beth Martin teamed to reach 
the finals of the MAIAW Championship 
doubles tournament. 
The women's volleyball team snowed 
Improvement over the last two year's 
winning seven matches. The team looks 
forward to next season losing only two 
seniors. Co-captains Karen Dzialo and 
Liz Sydney. 
The winter sports program didn't let 
up on the excitement. The basketball 
team reached the NCAA Division Ill 
national tournament for the first time in 
their history. The team started a record 
breaking season with their best start 
ever. They continued with the help of 
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ICS HAS AN 
DING YEAR 
llte foul line. 
freshman Orville Bailey, who was a 
walk-on starter. Orville kept WPI in 
many games wrth hrs sharp outside 
shooting and tough defense. 
The women's basketball team also 
made their mark as they entered post 
season play for the first time in their 
history. Terese Kwiatkowski was the 
team leader as she reached the three 
season 1000 point mark Terese was 
also recognized in the Northeast as she 
lead the East rn field goal percentage 
and she also placed fifth In points per 
game and fourteenth In free throw 
percentage. · 
The wrestllnQ team also had an out· 
standing season achieving a number 
one ranking during the regular season. 
Late season Injuries left the team with· 
out a heavyweight In the New England 
tournament where they slipped to fourth 
In New England. Senior Tom Kilkenny 
went to the nationals for the second 
straight year. 
The swim team had a disappointing 
year winning only two of nine meets. 
Bruce Carbone was the hlahllaht of the 
season receiving All·New England hon· 
ors in three events and qualifying for 
Division Ill nationals. 
The hockey team won lherr league 
championship and posted a 20-1 record. 
In the spring an April snowstorm put a 
freeze on the early season schedule. The 
baseball team got off to a great start, but 
mid season lull hurt their chances for 
post season play. The team should finish 
the season wrth a winning record. 
The women's softball team found four 
new faces In their lineup. Transfer Robin 
Hart moved Into the first base position. 
Freshmen Mary Cardoza and Kathy 
Taylor rounded out the Infield at second 
and third respectively. Freshman Chris 
Clancy moved to centerf1eld. The lady 
engineers moved out to a fast start 
posting a 7·2 record midway through the 
season They also had a midseason I Jll 
and slipped to 8-6. The women will have 
a winning season with a 10-6 record with 
one game to play. 
The men's tennis team had a dis-
appointing season w inning only four of 
n ine. Th,.. lndMdual paay.,. flnlehed 
with winning records. Top seed Dan 
Mott, Juan Cabarcas. and Carlo Gretter 
all finished 5-4. 
This outstanding sports year has 
brought new spirit to WPI athletics. As 
the year progressed so did the fans at 
the Qames For the first time in years, 
WPI offers more than just academics: it 
offers competitive athletics In all sports. 
This turnaround is a credit to the WPI 
coaching staff and the entire athletic 
department. Congratulations to all 
those Involved in the WPI athletic pro-
gram. 
M•rl• Norm8n spike• th• ball 1»•t blockera. 
Debbie Blede,,,,.n rlpa • beclcltMd. 
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Moves record to 8-6 
Men's baseball team wins two of four 
by David P. Tormey 
Newspesk staff 
The WPI baseball team went two tor 
four this week to move this season's 
record to eight wins and six losses WPI 
started oft the week by splitting an away 
doubleheader with MIT. The Engineers 
from Worcester lost the first game 4-3 in 
extra innings as MIT scored three runs in 
the el hth to win it. The combined 
Maritime at home on Friday afternoon. 
The boys from Buzzard's Bay upped 
their record to 22 to 8 by defeating the 
Engineers 13-8 in a game dominated by 
offense. 
In the early goings, things looked 
optimistic for WPI . After giving up two 
runs In the first, starting pitcher John 
Bibmsk1 settled down and easily retired 
the side tn the second and third innings. 
Engineers on top In the third, with two 
outs. Pat Ruffo hit a towering homerun 
with Steve Kelm on board to give WPI a 
temporary 5-2 advantage. The lead 
didn't last long as Mess. Maritime scored 
3 unearned runs in the fourth inning to 
tie up the game Short stop Jim Jackman 
kept Mass. Maritime from taking a fourth 
inning lead by gunning down the would-
be o ahead run at the late. In the fifth, 
on llttd both p1a,.,. await the umplte'a declalon - "our. 
pitching of Jack Holzman, Tom Smer- Meanwhile the WPI offense came a- Mass. Mari time's Scott Borrettl and Jack 
czynskl and Jack Breen captured the round to score three runs In the first. Dever each hit run producing extra base 
aecond game &-2 for WPI. In midweek Leadott man Chuck Hickey surprised hits for a total of two nms, but WPl's bats 
the Engineers traveled to Medford to Mass. Maritime's pitcher Tom McHugh came right back In the sixth. After a Pat 
play Tufts Univenlty. Sophomore Bob by bunting his way to first. Hickey stole Ruffo single, Jim Jackman roped an 
Hett •tarted on the mound and became second base to get himself into scoring opposite field double to put two men in 
the wlMingest pitcher on the WPI staff position and then first baseman Mike scoring position with outfielder Scott 
by deteetlng Tufts 5-4. Valiton drove him In with an off-the- Heneveld at bat. Heneveld tied the game 
The team finished off their two win fence double. Hits by Al Carpenter and for the second time with a nice bunt that 
two Iola week with a loss to Mass. Pat Ruffo set up two more runs to put the scored both Ruffo and Jackman. At this 
Wins three of four 
point it was anybody's game but in the 
seventh, Mass Maritime made the final 
decision by scoring five runs. The 
Engineers scored one more run In the 
ninth, but they never threatened to 
regain the lead. 
WPI has three games remaining In the 
season including a home game against 
Brandeis on Friday at 3 o'clock. As long 
as WPI wins one of the fin al three a mes. 
they will finish with a winning record and 
considering that they were 7-11-1 last 
year, a winning season will be a pleasant 
accomplishment. 
"'·. ... . ·" ).-. ), . . . . . .... , . . ), ., 
Women's softball teani jumps to 10-6 
by Joe Grimes --• 
Sports editor and didn't allow Curry to score the rest 
The women started off the week still of the game. WPI added another in the 
slumping. They could only muster five fourth and three in the fifth to secure a 
scattered hits and bring six runs across 11-6 victory. Michele was the big hitter 
to lose 7-6 to Brandel& University. On of the day with two hits In four trips and 
Thu'9dlly, WPI again tell behind in the drlvrng in four runs on a triple and a 
early Innings as Curry scored six runs In homerun. Karen Casella also had a tine 
the MCOnd Inning. In the bottom of the day getting two singles and a triple In 
third. WPI came to life. Karen Casella four trips and collecting three ABl's. 
had a three run triple to left field. Mary On Saturday, the engineers were 
Cardoza walked and stole second base. ready to take a doubleheader from 
Kathy Taylor delivered a single driving Emmanuel College. They didn't know it 
in the fourth run. With two on and two was going to be so easy as Emmanuel 
out, Michele Giard smashed a homerun falled to show up. 
to left field to give WPI a 7-6 lead. The The softball team will finish their 
engineers clamped down on defense season against AIC. 
1191')' Cardoza ripe• 1/ngle to c.nter. - Chrf• Pappa. 
530/o of lndlvldual matches won 
Netmen close season 
by John Mar 
Features editor 
The past two weeks have been rough 
for the WPI Men's Tennis Team They 
wound up a shortened season with a 
record of four wins and five losses. The 
team lost to Babson 2-7 on the last 
• Friday in April. The following Saturday, 
they travelled to Brandeis where an 
experienced team overpowered the Net-
men 9-0 In their final home match last 
Thursday, the team hosted American 
lntematlonal College, but again fell 2-7. 
There are two important factors be-
sides the overall team record. however, 
to consider. One is that the weather 
cancelled matches against Bentley and 
Lowell. Without these two matches 
being played, one will never be able to 
tell whether or not they might have made 
a difference In the team's record be-
tween a winning and losing season. 
The second statistic that is significant 
Is the individual match scores. The exact 
figures were 43 matches won, 38 lost for 
a winning percentage of 53.1%. Lasl 
year, the team won only 41 4% of the 
Individual matches, thus proving that an 
Improvement has certainly taken place. 
Three of the singles players closed the 
season with identical winning records. 
Top seed Dan Mott; Juan Cabarcas the 
third Seed: and Carlo Gretter. playi~g at 
number six, all had 5-4 records for the 
year. Since there are no seniors playing 
1n the top six slots now, next year's team 
can be no weaker. and hopefully wlll be 
much stronger with additions from the 
crass of 1986 
Michele Giard smashes • homerun to left. - Chrl• P•ppaa. 
Crew goes to Philly 
by Mark Skmner 
and Geoff Strage 
Newspeak staff 
The WPI crew team travelled last 
Wednesday to the faraway wa1ers of 
Philadelphia to participate in the pres-
tigious Dad Vall Reggatta. Preparations 
for this trip had been going on for weeks 
prior to departure. so operations pro-
ceeded very smoolhly when the time 
came to leave. Forty-eight very healthy, 
oarsmen and women plied Into the 
rented Fox bus, which also contained 
food for four days, sleeping bags and 
crew tools and equipment. The five 
boats were taken down separately on a 
trailer pulled by a pickup. 
So what Is all the hulabaloo about the 
Dad Vails? What makes them so worth-
while? The Dad Vail Regatta is the 
largest gathering of collegiate crews to 
race in the world. While the really big 
names In college crew, Danmouth and 
Harvard, weren't there, plenty of smaller 
ones were, from almost every corner of 
the U S. including Georgetown, Florida 
Institute of Tech., Seattle Pacific, British 
Columbia, Michigan and Wichita State, 
as well as many New England schools. It 
is h~ld on the waters and banks of the 
Skouykill River, not far from the Phila-
delphi Museum of Fine Art. The actual 
race course is 2000 meters long and six 
lanes wide Most races had three distinct 
stages, the qualifying heats, the semi-
hnals and lastly the finals These races 
were spread out over the course of two 
days to allow time for recuperation of 
the athletes between races. Unlike ski-
ing or track where one competes against 
the clock, in crew the object is to beat 
the boats present In your heat regard-
less of time. This can lead to Intense 
competition between rival crews. 
late Wednesday afternoon, the crews 
rerigged (put the shoes, seats and 
oarholders back on) the boats and went 
out for a quick row to loosen up their 
travel tight muscles. They spent the 
night In a suburb of southern New 
Jersey, in the home of the parents of 
Coach Harry Nyce and their most hospi-
table neighbors Thursday was spent 
practicing hard for the next day's race. 
relaxing In the gorgeous sunshine, set-
ting up their riverside tent and some 
more studious or motivated students 
doing classwork. 
_Frida~ dawned hot and sunny with a 
slight tailwind running down the course, 
nearly ideal conditions for rowing WPI 
had three four person boats or "fours" 
racing, a freshman, a varsity, a women's 
open Both the freshman and women 
bettered their previous race limes by 
substantial margrns, about 20 seconds 
for each The varsity lightweight four 
also rowed well, but were unable to 
qualify for the semi's The women's 
varsity eight also rowed a tough race 
and very narrowly missed going to the 
(continued on page 9) 
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Men's rugby buries Babson 
Women's rugby competes in secc;>nd match 
For the women, the game 
against Mount Holyoke was a rematch of 
the meeting between the two clubs In 
Soµth Hadley two weeks ago which was 
won 26-0 by Mount Holyoke. This time 
Mount Holyoke won again but the 
margin was reduced to 10-0 and a 
marked Improvement was shown by the 
WPI team. In particular, after two weeks 
of serious practice on tackling the WPI 
backs were dropping the Mount Holy-
oke ball carriers cold on play after play 
The WPI forwards were regularly win-
ning the ball out of scrums, rucks and 
mauls and all aspects of back play 
lncltJdlng tackling, running, passing and 
kicking are looking better and better 
The WPI squad included the players 
who were In the first game against 
Mount Holyoke plus two new players, 
Sharon Hemingway and Mary Trute. 
The men's team has been having a 
very good season and went into the 
Babson match at 4-1 with victories over 
Mass Maritime, Worcester RFC "B" Men'• rugby flghtt tor pou ... lon. - Geoff Snge. 
aide. Boston Gentlemen and St. An-
selm's College and a loss against Holy 
Cross in the second game of the season. 
Babson came Into the game, their last of 
the season, with a very strong record 
having been scored upon only by Am-
herst and having defeated such formi-
dable opponen1s as Colby and URI. The 
Babson record was, however, to be 
considerably tarnished as WPI won the 
"A" game by 21-6 and the "B" game by 
22-15. Very strong, coordinated play 
charactenzed both WPI teams and for-
wards and backs kept up a relentless 
pressure that completely broke down 
the Babson attack. All phases of play 
were strong and the depth of talented 
players for WPI at all positions is 
impressive. Babson was somewhat un-
prepared for the WPI onslaught since 
one year ago when the WPI team was 
playing its first match against an "A" 
team Babson was able to win with 
n~lative ease. 
Women's track team concludes first season 
by Paul Cottle 
Newspeak staff 
Angela Frankudakis and Ellen Regan 
scored victories In dual meet competi-
tion and placed in the top six at Tri-
States to lead the Women's track team 
through their snow-shortened 1982 sea-
son. In the 57-41 loss to Assumption on 
April 20. Angela posted a first place in 
the javelin with a throw of 98'4''. while 
Ellen took the 880 in 2:36.25. In the Tri-
States at Bryant College tour days later, 
Angela placed fourth in the javelin (95' 
8" ), while Ellen ran off with third In the 
800 meters In 2:31 19. Against Brandeis 
on April 30 (a 69-31 loss), Angela again 
took the Javelin (96' 4") Ellen swept to a 
2:35. 1 victory in the 880. 
• Megan Mosser was a big scorer with 
two second and two third place finishes 
against Assumption. and a sixth place 
finish a1 111-titates m tnis 1u111£1ump (12' 
6°h"). She finished up against Brandeis 
with three season best performances: 
long jump (14' W'), 100 meters (14.6). 
and 200 meters (30.6). In the 400 meters 
at Tri-States, Joyce Barker sped to a 
fourth place finish in 1:07.95. A week 
later, she added a win against Brandeis 
In the 440 (1 :09.2). 
Elaine Keenan took a fourth place In 
the shot-put at Tri-States (37' 4o/."') after 
posting her season best of 28' 11" 
against Assumption. In the longer dis-
tances, Michelle Payant won the two 
mile against Assumption in 13:52.3. and 
'posted times of 12:49.0 In the 3000 
meters at Tri-States and 6:07.0 In the 
mile against Brandeis. Barney Young 
took the shot against Assumption (29' 
6'h''), while Cathy Marinelli took fourth 
places in the 100 and 100 high hurdles 
a~ainst Assumption. 
TICKETS FOR GRADUATION 
(Invitations are only for announcing graduation to relatives and 
friends, and do not admit anyone without a ticket.) 
This will be the policy for the 1982 May 29th Commencement. 
1. Five tickets per graduating Senior, Masters and PhD candidate. 
Verification (not verified means you may not participate) of 
degree candidates will be by the Registrar's Office. 
2. Tickets can be obtained only at Office of Graduate and Career 
Plans as of Monday, May 3. Tickets must be picked up by 
Friday, May 14th (invitations are available at the same time). 
3. If additional tickets are desired by any graduate - leave name 
and extra number wanted. A lottery will be held Tuesday, May 
18th for distribution of extra tickets. 
4. If you don't need your allotted tickets it would be appreciated if 
you would tell OGCP. These would be put into the lottery 
drawing. 
5. You must pick up your own tickets (no others} by May 14th. 
After that date the unused tickets will go into the lottery. 
6. If you receive tickets but are unable to graduate - please return 
them to OGCP to reissue. 
7. Remind family and friends that admission at the door is by ticket 
only. 
If a ny questions call Bill Trask, Director of OGCP, at 793-
5260. 
Angel• Ft8nlcudelclt ••fl to throw /•'lelln. -Ketth Apr. 
Chess team 
exhibition 
As many as 50 spectators filled the 
Wedge as Ken Mann (27-1-1) and Tom 
Weideman (13-1·2) scored an Impres-
sive 40 wins, 3 draws. and 2 losses at the 
WPI Chess Team's first Simultaneous 
Exhibition held Wednesday (4/28). Mike 
Donelan and Charles Dellacona were 
each awarded a six-pack of Molson for 
their victories The Chess Team plans to 
hold another "slmo" A-term ne><t year as 
they recruit for their trip to the College 
Nationals in Columbus, Ohio to defend 
their championship 
The Chess Team would like to thank 
all those who participated and watched 
this most successful event. and can be 
reached at WPI Chess Club, Box 2384 
... crew team 
(conHnued from pege I ) 
semi- finals. The freshman eight, stroked 
by Doug Henderson, was entered as a 
heavyweight boat, and beat Wllllams. 
who had beat them earlier this year, as 
well as a couple of others to easily 
qualify in the semi's 
In the semi's held early Saturday 
morning, the "Frosh 8" once again 
paddled to the starting line to the likes of 
FIT. Drexel, and two Florida crews 
Although they rowed as hard as they had 
all year, they were unable to place In the 
top three, beating only George Wash~ 
ington. . 
The JV eight met with stiff competition 
in their race from which the fastest three 
boats went straight to the final. The 
powerhouse crews of Georgetown, 
Coast Guard, Western Ontario, and FIT 
proved to be too much for the strong 
WPI team. 
TuHday, May 11, 1982 
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ME Colloquium Salisbury Prizes 
WPl's oldest award Is given 1hls 
year to the following twelve most merit-
orious seniors: Gary Adams (CM), Ron· 
aid Alexander (ME). Mark Brown (EE). 
Paul Cottle (PH), Carole Lynne O'Aut-
rechy (CS), James·Dlemer (CE). Brian 
Dunne (ME), Dennis Grimard (EE), 
Bernard Gutmann (MG), Cheryl Hamer 
(CH), Harvey Stein (MA), Thomas Villani 
(BB). 
EUP Initiation 
Epsilon Upsilon Pl. the Management 
Honor Society, announced the Initiation 
of Its new members. The members are: 
John Atkinson, Frank Biiotta. Kimberly 
Berg, John Browning, Lynn Beaure-
gard. Richard Bame, Jane Bebar, John 
Calhoun, Sean Cafferty, Debbie Chich-
lowski, John Cepurso, Andrew Crosby, 
Greg Caccavale, Dale Delibero, Ray-
mond Haaratlck, Denise Grenier, Mal· 
colm Berke, John Kemp, Rob Kilroy, 
Ami Kaplan, Jotanta Klepacz, Constan-
tine L.azarakis, Ron Ranauro, Brian 
Reedstrom, Chrfs Reeve, David Rubin-
stein, Edward Vahan, Ellen Warms. 
Douglas Sieber. Mike Thom. and Jack 
Breen. 
c:: OM, COlll! ALL .. d ... 
....... Del. F..t food, tut ..me., MCI 
rude .......-.. tr• open tilt 4 a.m. Y'.U 
come beck now, y'all hef9? 
TO-Ping pong peclclee ant the way to 
go. Apee know the truth {?) 
APEi - the truth .. out lllg hairy apee 
....... ,... ........ 
APES-. Gunemoke'• a bleat but D'1 bite 
beck. Gc*hal A.D. 
HEY DAYE - TMnkl for 'nothln' ye 
know whet I ...... ? 
PARKER -YOU cldn, tell me I hed to do 
the dlfnMd d...afteds toot 
how?-D.~ 
Hey -.. G. {R 308): Dldn1 JOU )ult 
WM KAP'a cherlot w lanmtlc? Or 
cld JOU hide In lhe bethroom ell dey? 
{Mey 3rd men.) 
[[][JJO WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
Rape Workshop Sign-up 
Rape Is a problem in many places, 
Including college campuses A work-
shop Is being done on Rape Prevention 
as a part of an IOP by Sharon Heming-
way and Kathy Spieler. The workshop is 
designed to emphasize preventive mea-
sures that would lessen the chance of 
becoming a victim . The workshop will be 
held A-term '82 for five Thursday eve-
nings from 6 30 p.m. - 8 00 p.m. in the 
Higgins House library. It wit be open to 
all female students, faculty and staff at 
WPI. Independent study credit (119 er.) 
Is available for those participating in the 
workshop. A list Is needed as soon as 
possible of those Interested In partici-
pating In the workshop. Please sign-up 
In the Scheduling Office or contact 
Sharon Hemingway, Box 509 or Kathy 
Spieler, Box 2424. 
ASME/WPI Management 
Society Presentation 
Prof. Arthur Gerstenfeld, Head of the 
WPI Management Department, and au-
thority on Japanese Productivity will 
give a presentation on "JAPANES-E 
PRODUCTIVITY· FACT OR FICTION." 
Topics Include an overview of the fac-
tors resgonslble for Japanese growth. 
clAssi f iEds 
l'M a ak:k peraon; demented, nnd a 
mental case and I ought not be at this 
IChoof. Joe Santos 
We're two aenlo,. madly In love, and 
wt1h only the belt In fife for each other -
with much respect for love - J. Vlgnely 
a Rk:k Wurm 
I'm a ao.er 
I'm a llug 
. Mrtn.ncaBobaR ... 
.. both tnehmen 
-T'hom8e 8enrd-
WARNING: The Surgeon G....,.I has 
determfned that meulng with a late-
momlng rtaer e11n be hazardou• to your 
auntan. 
TO THE RASPBERRY POPTART 
FREAK: Bew.,. etter bedtime of a 
vengeful lat•momlng rlMr - SLEEPY 
MEWSPEAK wtlhee everyone 1 terrtflc 




Nominees for Campus Hearing Board 
ElectJon to be held May 13, 10:00-4:00 


























The presentation wlll be held in HL 109 
at 3.00 p. m on Tuesday May 11th 
Coffee end donuts will be served at 4:00 
p.m. Non-members are welcome. 
Faculty Meeting 
There will be a faculty meeting on 
Thursday. May 13 In Kinnicut Hall at 
4 00 p m The meeting is open to 
students and Involves the important 
issue of the study of the basic sciences 
at WPI . An added Issue is the question of 
what motivates students here. The facul-
ty will also continue their discussion on 
academic honesty. Students are en-
couraged to attend and voice their 
opinions on these Important Issues 
Weekday Mass 
Weekday Mass will be celebrated 
Tuesday evenings at the Religious Cen-
ter at 10 p.m. All are Invited to share In 
worship, 
Biology and Biotechnology 
Seminar 
Thomas VIiiani, BB '82, will present 
the results of his MOP work, "Lignin 
Degradation by Microorganisms: How 
Microbes Eat Wood," on Friday at 11 
a.m. In SL 326. Refreshments will be 
ottered at 10:45 in Room 109 All are 
wol59mo ) 
JULIE - do you know what the baMball 
bat 11 for now? PM wenll hla ball• back. 
Get tickled much? You hike ebuH well. 
1lgnad D 215 et al. 
JS - Had a g,..t time at JP. You are 
qui .. a •~ and a great person to be 
with. I went the A.A.A. Think of me. Luv 
JB. P.S. HI SPSI. 
Lothar Collatz, professor at the Uni-
versity of Hamburg (Germany) and 
visiting professor at UConn, will speak 
on "Future Trends In Numerical and 
Finite Element Analysis" Tuesday, May 
11 at 4:30 p.m. In HL 109 Refreshments 
will be served at four o'clock. 
Cash for Books 
The bookstore will be purchasing the 
latest editions of texts and paperbacks 
on May 12 and May 13 from 9:00-4:00. 
SAB Meeting 
There will be a SAB meeting on 
Tuesday, May 11 at 7:00 p m. In Higgins 
109. The agenda Includes the approval 
of the 1982-1983 budgets. A representa-
tive from each club should be present 
Sigma XI Lecture 
The WPI chapter of Sigma XI and the 
WPI Committee on Graduate Studies 
and Research will present the annual 
spring Sigma XI Lecture. Professor 
Kenneth L. Giies will discuss "Bio-
technology - The Birth of a Notion" on 
Monday, May 17, 1982 at 4:00 p.m. In 
Higgins 109. 
ANS Student Section Meeting 
Due to the postponement of the 
meeting scheduled for May 5 at 7:00 
p.m., the WPI Student Section of the 
American Nuclear Society will hold a 
short meeting on Wednesday, May 12, 
1982 at 7:00 p.m In the Nuclear Reactor 
Faclllty, Washburn Shops. The purpose 
of the meeting will be to nominate and 
elect officers tor the 82/83 school year, 
and applications will be available for 
new members. All current members and 
those students Interested In member-
ship in the group are requested to 
attend. 
GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, Inc. 
PRESENTS 
STUDENT TRAVEL TO SUNNY & HISTORICAL 
nJRKEY 
FOR 2 WEEKS (Double Occupancy) $ 799 .00 (Incl. Charter Airfare) 
DEPARTURES: June 1S - June 29 - July 13 
July 27 - Aua. 17 - Aua. 31 
IQY!. l Week accommodations In lST ANBUL - with BruklUt 
INCLUDES: 1 Week accommodations In KUSADASJ (Epheau) -
KalfBoard 
Trantfu with public bu.es Istanbul - Kuaidaa - Istanbul 
(Sinpe Supplement - S 100.00) 
For further inform1tion md reter11tion call 
GOLDEN HORN CHARTER, INC. 
New York (212) SBl-1412/3 
Boston (617) 969-3315 








Our engineering officers are planning and 
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today. 
Many are. seeing their ideas and concepts 
materialize. They have the finest, state-of· 
the-art equipment to test their theories. The 
working environment is conducive to research. 
And Air Force experience is second to none. 
You can be part of this dynamic team if you 
have an engineering degree. Your first step 
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape 
our future as we help you start yours. Be an 
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact 
your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-3898. 
Captain Kevin Reinert Call Collect.' 
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FOR SALE: One very uMd Capri. Car 
llkea to hit thing•, good for off road fun 
auch •• trtlls, beaches, and parking. 
Both Mats rec:llne. 118,000 mucho 
macho mlles. Only minor work needed 
for Inspection. Juel think of the ugliest 
car on campus and this I• It. Don't min 
this great opportunity to own • clanlc. 
$200. Call Jim at 753-7785. 
FOR SALE: One alngle bed, $50. One 
dreuer $25. Contact Box 2337. 
TWO FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED 
to share 5 room 8Pl (private rooms) with 
2 Tech guys. 5 min. walk from campus. 
Rent $75.00/month MCh. Call John or 
Pat 791-6800 or Box 1437. 
WANTED: Calllgraphlat to do approx-
imately 25 C4trtlflcates, wtll pay $$$$. 
Conblct Box 2875 by Wednetday, May 
12. 
CHEVY NOVA FOR SALE. I'd like to Mii 
my car at th• end of JUhe or beginning of 
July for $800-850. Call Markus 791-8373 
or contact Box 788 (wlll not be around 
after tenn). 
SOLAR PANEL FOR SALEI Air-type 
collector-designed and bullt for an IQP-
pre .. ntJy heating a local home. Future 
MOP a IQP opportunities. Write Box 184 
for more details. 
INTERESTED IN CLOTHING? We are 
looking for pec>t>te lnteresied In doing 
the costuming for WPrs dramatic pro-
duc:ttons. Contact Box 164 for more 
Information. 
VOTE FOR Corinne Juneeu for Campus 
Hearing Board on May 13. 
STUDENTS: Important meeting at Kln-
nlcutt Hall at 4:00 on T1'1urtday. Take 
time from your busy schedule to let your 
voice be heard on a aubfectthat has very 
Important algnlfane4t to your educa-
tional future( ... article entitled "Ac:crw-
dlcgtlon Board Concerned with WPI 
Science Program," page 4). Pie ... go 
and be heard. 
SALES MARKETING CAMPUS REP 
POSITION for student working on pn>-
mollon and salel of our beer products. 
Part-time, flexlble houn, many beneflts. 
Lori Schlager 1-800-232-1904. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Billions of dollars available for: 
• GRANTS • FINANCIAL AID 
• SCHOLARSHIPS 
Wrttl' or oll for c<>enpll'tt' 1nformAhon 
Consolidated Scholush lp 
ReHarch Service 
PO Box 154, Quincy, MA 021~ 
617/, 79.0712 24 Houn 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wtinted to share 
•two bedroom 1pl near Tech with three 
WPI studenta. Laundry In baMtMnt, 
heat, and utilltles Included. Available In 
September. Contact Marybeth, Box 
1078. 
VOTE BOB BLACKEY FOR CAMPUS 
HEARING BOARD. 
FOR SALE: Super car stereo system. 
JenMn All/FM ce.ette dedl. Pioneer 
tr1axle speakers, 120 watt 7-bend equal-
lzer/booster worth over $400 new. Aak-
lng $250, e11ft John 712-4315. 
FOR SALE: 1181 Yemaha 400 lpeclal II. 
lapphlre blue,. epeed, 70+MPGI 11'118 
bike 18 .... thsl one MMOl1 old. Stiff like 
new. Call Tom at 757-!121. Thia bike wtll 
go quickly this ttme of year so hurry. 
THIS THURSDAY VOTE 
ROBERT BLACKEY 
FOR 
CAMPUS HEARING BOARD. 
RE-ELEC'r DOUG ACKER to the Cam-
pua Hearing ao,rd. Vote Thurtday In 
Daniels, 1M. 
DO YOU CARE about education at 
WPI beyond your own? Attend the 
T1'1uradlry feculty meeting end vole4t 
your opinion! 4:00, Klnnlcutt Hall, May 
13. 
THURSDAY'S FACULTY MEETING 18 
open lo all ltudents. ,4:00 Mey 13, 
Klnntcutt Hall. 
JURGEN - Where's Tanlo? 
POLICE LOO ANNEX: Three Tech girts 
atrended at Aaumpttonl Reecued by 
Thete-Chl-Thanb Luc, loft Gnlndma, 
lethy-Poo, Md Big Sia. 
• I ~ ATTENTION SENIORS 
You Deserve Some Credit .... 
You've Earned It! 
DRIVE NOW*.e.PAY LATER** 
Buy and drive a brand new 1982 Mercury 
Caprix, XR7, Cougar, LN7, Lynx car NOW 
and don't make a payment for 4 MONTHS. No 
prior credit history necessary. 
Escalating payments available on request. 
Pay nothing for the first 4 months. Then your 
payments start small and escalate as you can 
afford it. 
*Program expires May 17, 1982 - Hurry! 
YOU ASKED FOR IT 
YOU GOT IT 
CREDIT!!! 
••Applicants must be within four months of grad-
uation from a four year college or university, and be 
able to supply written proof of either future or 
present employment. 
Harr Lincoln Mercury 
110 Gold Star Blvd. 
Wore. 852-5511 
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WltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Tuesday, May 11 
ASME/MG Presentation, HL109. 3:00 P.M. 
Weekday Mass, Religious Center, 10 P.M. 
CGSR Seminar, AK 233, 4:30 P.M. 
ME Colloquium, HL109, 4:30 P.M. 
SAS meeting. HL 109. 7:00 P.M. 
Wednesday, May 12 
Business Women's Club annual business meeting, Higgins House, noon. 
ANS student section meeting: Nuclear Reactor Facility, 7:00 P.M. 
Men's Chorus Concert, Alden Hall, 7:00 P.M. 
Thursday, May 13 
Tech Old Timers, Ladies Day, Higgins House, noon. 
Graduation Rehearsal, Harrington Auditorium, 11 A.M. 
Faculty meeting, Kinnicutt Hall, 4:05 P.M. 






Friday, May 14 
Baseball vs Brandeis, home, 3 P.M. 
Senior Dinner Dance, Holden Hills Country Club 
Biology and Biotechnology Seminar, SL 109, 10:45 A.M. 
Sunday, May 16 
Mass of Thanksgiving celebrated by Father Scanlon, Alden Memorial. 
11 AM 
Crew, Eastern Sprints, Lake Quinsigamond, 10:00 A.M. 
Monday, May 17 
Sigma XI Lecture, HL 109, 4:00 P.M. 
Tuesday, May 18 
Last day of classes, Term D. 
